Marketing Plan Structure

A typical marketing plan consists of:
1. Executive Summary: goals and recommendations of the plan to be reviewed by
management
2. Current Marketing Situation: includes a description of the target market, market
segments, competition, trends, and distribution.
3. SWOT analysis: current internal strengths, weaknesses, and possible opportunities and
threats
4. Objectives: defines the term of the plan (1 year, 10 years, 2 months), and what is to be
accomplished.
5. Action Programs: Answers questions such as What will be done? When will it be done?
Who will do it? How much will it cost?
6. Budgets: estimates project costs and revenues
7. Controls: assigns responsibility for monitoring progress.
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A marketing plan is a strategic document that helps keep all parties involved on track to
obtaining marketing goals: developing a new product, implementing a new ad campaign, creating
a new distribution channel.
Your text offers a Sample Marketing plan for Chill Beverage Company - a large
corporation with multiple strategies for multiple products. It's important to note that while big
companies often have very detailed Marketing Plans that span hundreds of pages, a small company
(a start-up for example) can have a Marketing Plan that's very brief yet just as effective. The
purpose of a Marketing Plan is to give the managers/owners a clear direction and focus to
achieve company goals and to assign specific responsibilities to people/departments involved in
planning and implementation.
The process of writing a Marketing Plan is also a very useful exercise for a business owner.
If you own a business or plan to start one, it would be extremely valuable to you and your company
to have a clear understanding of what your position in the market relative to your competitors, to
identify your strengths and weaknesses, opportunities and threats, and to have a plan for addressing
existing issues in your business as well as for taking advantage of your changing environment. I
have advised clients to go through the exercise of writing a Marketing Plan for the company at
least once a year.
In my opinion, the two most useful part of writing a Marketing Plan is (1) identifying the
target market and segments, and (2) conducting a SWOT analysis.

Target Market and Segmentation
The table below is an example of segmentation for an electrolyte beverage company.
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Notice how each segment is considered from the standpoint of Customer Need and Product
Benefit.

SWOT Analysis
SWOT analysis is a very simple framework that can be applied to any business, any
industry, any product/service. It can even be applicable in your personal and professional life. Say
you have been applying for a job and now you have two offers: SWOT analysis can help decide
which offer to accept. Or, you are deciding how to finance your business - take a loan or use your
savings? Again, SWOT analysis can help analyze all options and make the best decision for you.
Make a note of that format, you will have to conduct a SWOT analysis for a product/service
in your Marketing Plan paper. Let's apply this format to something most of us are familiar with:
getting a cup of coffee at Starbucks.
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Strengths

Weaknesses

Starbucks brand

Viewed as a chain

Loyal customers

The brand speaks to "preppy high school girls"

Consistency in product offering

Not considered to be good coffee in European

Global presence

markets

Socially responsible

Too socially involved

Employees are trained and supported

Social marketing sometimes offends customers

(medical insurance and tuition assistance)
Partnerships with Spotify, Boulangerie, Tea
Forte and other popular products
Opportunities

Threats

Expand into new countries (more)

Competitors: Pete's Coffee, Dunkin Doughnuts,

Localize products for existing markets (add

McDonald's McCafe, local coffee shops

local flavors)

The popularity of at-home coffee machines:

Add more seasonal items (Pumpkin Latte,

Nespresso, Keurig

Christmas blend)

Rising coffee prices (commodity)

As you can see, you can get a pretty good idea of a company's market position even without
insider knowledge.

I would like to share with you an experience I had working with a fitness studio. The owner
of the studio and I compiled a marketing plan for her business. What is interesting is that she didn't
want to write one. She hired me to re-create her website. But as we started to work together, I
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asked questions about her business she couldn't answer: what do competitors charge for similar
services? Would her customers tolerate a price increase? Who is her typical client?

It became clear that we needed to define her target market and segments, perform a
benchmark study on competitive pricing, and SWOT analysis to identify areas of potential growth.
During my first one-hour meeting with the owner of the fitness studio. she shared with me
the details of her business and some of her concerns. Here are the highlights.

Fit X Current Marketing Situation
The Business
● The owner is a life-long athlete with multiple marathons, triathlons, and even Iron Man
competitions under her belt.
● She's been in business for over 20 years. In the same location with the same name.
● Her studio has 2 rooms. One with workout equipment (cardio, waits, monitors). Another is
leased to a professional golfer, Jennifer, who uses technology and work out regiments to
help amateur golfers improve their game.
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● Most of the owners' clients are long-term, loyal customers. Some have been members of
the studio for 15 years.
● She charges $95 for 50 min one-on-one personal training session.
●

She's booked to capacity. Working every day including weekends. She turns away new clients.

Concerns
● The studio owner hates her current website as it does not reflect her business and her
personality. It's outdated and Google does not pick it up in search results.
● She is happy too as busy as she is but realizes that the business only makes money when
she is physically there training clients.
● She thinks her sessions are priced ok, but she's not sure. She would like to see business
revenue growth.
● She hates the fact that she turns away referrals and new clients.

Competition
● The business owner has seen many small fitness studios come and go over the years. The
most dominant competitor in the area is Crunch Fitness, which is (3 miles away). Other
studios she's aware of are L.A. Fitness, 24 Hour Fitness, and Planet Fitness but none of
them offer what she offers: a boutique, personalized service in a small, not crowded facility.
● She does not know how her prices compare to that of the competition.
● Her attrition (customers leaving) is very low (5%), but she comments that some clients
look for quick workouts without a trainer and that's not what she offers. So after a few
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sessions with her, they leave for one of the studios where they can just work out on their
own.

Trends

● New technology has allowed clients to monitor themselves. The Apple Watch, for
example, allows users to work towards a heart rate or steps goal.
● New apps are available to register for sessions/classes on mobile devices.
● New, more efficient methods are available for training. Clients can get a full workout in 20
min with proper equipment.

Target Audience and Segmentation
● The business owner thinks her average client is 40-60 years old, retired or independently
wealthy, looking for individualized service, flexible with time and money.
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● She uses software to track and bill her clients but does not know how to use it to full
capacity and to analyze her customer base.

Fit X SWOT Analysis
In the following SWOT analysis, notice that some points are considered as both positive
and negative.
Strength

Weaknesses

● Experience

● Limited to owners availability

● Established clientele

● Poor understanding of the customer base

● Established brand and reputation

● Poor understanding of competitors and

● Great location

positioning

● Up-to-date facility and equipment

● Booked to capacity, turns away new

● Booked to capacity

clients
● Pricing

Opportunities

Threats

● Market research to adjust pricing

● Multiple competitors with immediate

● New product development to

geographic areas
● New products/clients may damage the

accommodate new clients
● New website to increase visibility

current brand

● New promotional strategies to

● Barbara's personal health and ability ( if

increase business productivity

she is not there to train, there is no
revenue)
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Fit X Recommendations and Goals
A quick search revealed that the business owner was facing a lot of competition. Every red
dot on this map is a fitness studio!

Recommendations (made by me)
● Conduct marketing research to define and segment the target audience.
● Conduct benchmark study to identify a price range for comparable services.
● Create a new, Google-friendly website.
● Create a new product to appeal to underserved market segments.
● Partner with technology companies to enable mobile registration and booking.
● Partner with fitness equipment companies to offer a unique, high-tech workout experience.

Goal (set by the business owner)
● 100 new clients in 6 months!

Can We Do it?!!!
It was time to get to work. Here's what I found:
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Market Research
Fit X's software contained a wealth of information on current and past clients. the business
owner was very accurate in her general description of her loyal clients. In addition, we found out
that most of her clients lived within a 10-mile radius of her studio and many were high-tech
execs. What was more interesting is the software contained contact information for past clients.
● We identified a group of 20 and called (telephone interview) them to find out why they
left. We found that while a few left for personal reasons, the majority left because they felt
they didn't want to work out with a trainer on regular basis. What they wanted was a couple
of sessions to outline a routine and then they wanted to work out on their own and with
a friend, often before or after work.
The business owner wasn't sure if her rate of $95/50min session is the best she could get.
● We identified 20 fitness studios within 10 miles of Fit X. The findings were shocking! Her
competitors were charging anywhere from $120 to (are you ready for this?) $800 per hour!
With all that experience and a boutique facility, she was priced at a bargain rate!

Web Site/ Google Keywords
We looked at her website and turned out that the web designer who put it together used
PDFs on all the pages, which means Google Search Engine could not read any of the text. To
Google, her website looked like a collection of pictures with no description. No wonder the search
wasn't picking it up. We identified keywords potential clients could use while searching for a
fitness studio in Los Gatos and created a website that was Google-friendly. We also registered her
site with Google AdWords.
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Segmentation
Through the survey, we found out that Fit X clients fit into 3 categories:
1. Training for an event (marathon)
2. Exercising as part of physical therapy/recovery from injury
3. Improving golf game
This is an example of Benefit Segmentation. Knowing how the customers use Fit X, helped
us connect existing customers to more services. For example, someone who was training for a
marathon would also benefit from working with a physical therapist (contracted by the business
owner) and from getting a therapeutic massage after the event (also contracted out by the business
owner). Or, a person working on her golf swing, may benefit from an exercise regimen to improve
balance, flexibility, and stamina.

New Product
While the business owner was very productive while she was working, her studio was idle
and did not generate revenue when the business owner was not there. Also, she was not serving a
large and profitable group: people that work out before and after work. To solve the problem we
came up with a new product. The idea is simple: every new client would purchase monthly access
to Fit X which would include one session of personal training with the business owner. During
that session, the business owner would set up a program that a client could follow independently.
With an electronic entry and a monitoring wristband, her new clients could access the studio at 5
am or 9 pm (when she is not there). Their targets are displayed on the monitors while they are in
the studio. The business owner can also review the stats at the client's request.
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Also, we partnered with Vasper System to bring into the studio the latest in fitness
technology (remember, many existing clients were high tech executives?) Vasper is a machine
(looks like a stationary bike) that allows someone to get the benefit of a 2-hour workout in 20 min.
Sounds great, doesn't it? Check it out, it's REALLY cool!

New Distribution Channel (Place)
We also connected Fit X to MindBody, (Links to an external site.) a business management
system for fitness studios that enables clients to sign up/book sessions via a mobile app. This way
random clients could sign up for Fit X Express and for spinning classes and the business owner didn't
have to pick up the phone to get them in. (Did I mentioned she doesn't have a front desk person?)

New Pricing Structure
● The business owner was reluctant to raise prices based on research, so we implemented a
new rate of $125/hour for new clients only. Existing clients would be charged the same
$95 rate they were used to. Even with a solid client base, Fit X still lost 8-10 clients every
year due to moves, new jobs, and other personal reasons. Every time a client left, he/she
was replaced with a new client from the waiting list at a higher rate.
● We offered Group Training. 2 clients training with the business owner for 1 hour for $160. A
price break for each individual client almost doubles the revenue for the business owner.
● Fit X Express was priced at $30/month. Package price: 3 months pre-paid included 1
complimentary training session with the business owner.

New Promotion
We changed signage around the studio to make sure that clients were aware of the
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availability of the services they were not using. We bundled (3 sessions with the business owner
+ massage = package price).
We combined the websites for Fit X and Edge on Golf into one to make a point that the
two were the same business. We also linked the Fit X website to Vasper website, which gets a lot
of traffic, which in turn made the Fit X site more visible to Google.
We landed the business owner an interview with a local magazine. She made the front
cover! In the interview, she highlighted her experience, connection to the local community, and
new programs that she has to offer, which was her value proposition.

Want to know what happened in the end?
Remember the business owner's goal? "100 new clients in 6 months".
Well, 3 months into the project, after the new site was launched, new signage hung, Los
Gatos Magazine published, she called me begging to call off all remaining promotion. She had 40
new clients and could not keep up with all the new business. Her exact words were: "I don't have
time to shower!"
Mind you, she didn't train any new clients. Her revenues were up, new clients coming on
board weekly. All the new businesses (Fit X Express, Vasper clients) had to be managed. Now it was
time to hire a manager and maybe some junior trainers. But that's a whole new Marketing Plan.
The business owner never wrote a Marketing Plan for her business. She went through the
framework and the process (with my guidance) and benefited tremendously.
In my business, Mancuso Marketing Services, I worked with small business owners (often
sole-proprietors). When I offered a client to write a Marketing Plan, I often heard the same
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response: "I don't have time for that." But think about all the opportunities you as a business owner
are missing, if you don't take that time. Most successful leaders recognize the importance of this
exercise and use it to stay on top: Richard Branson, Bill Gates, the late Steve Jobs. Business is a
strategic game, you can't win if you don't reflect and don't plan.
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